
Any further comments please make them here: 

Open-Ended Response

With regard to the proposal of an order to require dogs to be kept on a lead within the Rose Garden at Haworth Park.  I am one of the many responsible dog owners who frequent the Rose Garden and have yet to witness anybody not being a responsible dog owner.  Surely the fact that people go there for dog socialisation can only be an advantage as the owners can monitor their dogs actions whereas if allowed to exercise in other areas of the park it would increase dog fouling due to the wooded areas etc. On many occasions I have witnessed elderly residents who are unable to walk far should their dog need to and they feel the benefit of the enclosed area. On the very few occasions a wedding is held there or any outdoor event I am sure the public would not use the garden in order to continue using the area. I personally find it refreshing that people enjoy going to the garden and during the last year has had an enormous effect on peopleâ€™s mental well-being.     Finally I find it very disconcerting that every morni

I am responding on behalf of Dogs Trust after we were contacted with the offer of making our comments on the proposed orders. Thank you for making Dogs Trust aware that the Council is planning to introduce a series of Public Space Protection Orders. As the UKâ€™s largest dog welfare charity, we welcome the opportunity to make some comments for consideration.     Dogs Trustâ€™s Comments    1. Re; Fouling of Land by Dogs Order:  â€¢	Dogs Trust consider â€˜scooping the poopâ€™ to be an integral element of responsible dog ownership and would fully support a well-implemented order on fouling.  We urge the Council to enforce any such order rigorously. In order to maximise compliance we urge the Council to consider whether an adequate number of disposal points have been provided for responsible owners to use, to consider providing free disposal bags and to ensure that there is sufficient signage in place.   â€¢	We question the effectiveness of issuing on-the-spot fines for not being in possession of a poo bag and wh

No

None

Those dog owners that do not behave responsibly should be better managed and made to pick up dog muck as it spoils it for responsible dog owners (the majority)

I think there should be more dog wardens enforcing poop removal; I am a dog owner and always pick up after my dog, but sometimes feel I am in a minority..

No

I think more needs to be done to stop the drug dealing that goes on in the car park at Howarth Art Gallery, and the littering that goes with this, rather than ban dogs off leads in the Rose Garden. It is one of the only secure places where dogs can run around off lead and they love it, as do the owners. 

Need some sort of fenching near the rugby pitches down at Wilson's Clayton to stop dog owners letting their dogs of the leads in the tree and the dogs running on the pitch when kids are training/ playing matches 

Need better signage and bags and bin fir disposal in all areas.

Stricter enforcement for owners allowing their dogs to foul on the pitches at Wilsonâ€™s and then not cleaning it up.  Iâ€™d also propose the fencing off of the rugby pitch to try and stop this.  As a rugby parent our children are in more danger of getting dog excrement on themselves during games 

A safe enclosed space for dogs to run and play would be a great addition to hyndburn. 

Children and dogs should have separate areas to be in but that means providing areas for dogs that excludes kids too

More needs to be done to enforce this - especially dog fouling which is horrific around Wilson playing fields and the woodland areas 

In regards to dogs it should be owners choice if there dog is on or off lead 

I think to get dog owners onside you need to provide an alternative for people to be able to use, rather than saying you can't do this or that. Common sense should be used not the threat of fines

Would like dogs to be kept on leads on the Nature Reserve at Foxhill Bank. There is a big problem with dog fouling there. Also dogs off leads disturb wildlife and nesting birds.

I think that dogs should also be kept on leads at the following sites: Foxhill Bank NR; The Coppice LNR; Woodnook Vale. This is because dogs off the lead can disturb ground nesting birds and other wildlife

Please include local nature reserves as well. ie, Foxhill Bank, woodnook. etyc.  this particularly important for the safety of nesting bird, fish breeding in rivers and streams, and wild flowers.

Also on Nature reserves especially Foxhill Bank,  there has been numerous occasions this year with dogs off leads going into the stream and lodges disturbing nesting birds and causing abandonment, also dog muck everywhere. 

The PSPO should be applied to Foxhill Bank Local Nature Reserve in Oswaldtwistle as the byelaws that apply to the site, which require dogs to be kept on leads, are not displayed on site and therefore cannot be enforced by the police.

public spaces are being reduced dramatically as it is ie Higham's and King Georges playing fields, restrictions should be loosened if anything but with tighter control and fines imposed on people who do not comply with the current restrictions

The Rose Garden is a place where we, the local residents, go to meet up, to chat, to socialise with our dogs. During lockdown walking the dogs and seeing friends in the park was the only human contact I had. As responsible dog owners all of us clean up after our dogs. If young children are in the garden we put the dogs back on leads, if a wedding is taking place in the gallery and they wanted to take photos in the garden we would put the dogs back in leads and not go near them as any  responsible dog owner would. I have been going to the Rose Garden  for years, not once have I seen a wedding party there taking photos or using the garden. Why is this council hell bent on taking away open green spaces which should be there for everyoneâ€™s pleasure and use. Example, Highams Playing Fields, King Georgeâ€™s Playing Fields. Itâ€™s about time this council listened to local residents and what we want and need in our area. Not taking away the pleasure of many for the sake of a few.  Maybe time and effort should be di

The extra dog waste bags are an amazing idea and should be used more, especially near parks and walkways.  Also perhaps a few more dog waste bins, really showing Hyndburn wants to help and assist dog owners and walkers as well as having boundaries discussed in this survey.

There is a need for areas where dogs can run free for exercise. Dogs are not the only issue on open spaces. The litter louts and flytippers are much worse.

All depends on owner and dog. Why require a lead if they donâ€™t need it.   Ps. Not a dog person

I think itâ€™s high time these areas were protected!  Our playing fields and recreation areas are spoiled by thoughtless people who let their dogs foul anywhere and donâ€™t clean up after them.  Dog faeces can be very harmful to children and can even cause blindness.  

Iâ€™m not sure of the reasoning to stop dogs off the lead on Wilsonâ€™s, if itâ€™s concerning people not clearing up after their dogs a lead wonâ€™t make any difference, I have walked my dogs across the fields for 13 years and really am not understanding why you have decided to stop us doing this. The pitches are only used at weekends in winter and only then thatâ€™s if they are not waterlogged. If people are playing then there could be reasonable cause for keeping your dogs on leads but I object to you putting a blanket ban on only dogs on leads on the field where it is an important part of theirs and my exercise. 

Please donâ€™t stop dogs from having roam of these free green spaces. Especially during lockdown this has been a saviour for them and people too. 

It is already a requirement for dogs to be kept under control by those walking them. Dogs which respond to recall and are well trained should not be an issue and should have space to run freely within the community.    Dogs which cannot be kept under control in this way should already be kept on leashes etc and so I am not sure why this needs to change 

What do you expect people with larger dogs to do,  these dogs need off the lead exercise, dogs arenâ€™t a problem people are the problem,   

Dogs should be on leads in all public parks where children are playing both for the safety of the children AND dog owners themselves. My dog has been attacked 3 times now by off lead dogs!! and my little boy is terrified having witnessed one of the attacks in Rhyddings Park,Oswaldtwistle which is our local park. Please can we have more dog wardens patrolling too! 

I think dog owners should be more responsible for their dogs. I have two and I do my best to make sure everyone else is enjoying where they are walking/playing 

Dogs provide a educational support for children and adults abd those with learning difficulties.     Some children in certain deprived areas have not seen a dog before.     The council are unable to address the dog on Railway Terrace in Gt Harwood that bites folk using the common ground owned by HBC, how on earth will they manage a total ban of dogs in council parks etc.

Dogs have a right to roam off lead

As a runner irresponsible dog owners are a right pain!

Maybe fence off an area off the parks and green spaces just for dogs to exercise with an option to donate money for maintenance or time to volunteer to keep it clean and tidy

Wilson playing fields is the one place we can safely take our dog and let her actually run given she is faster than us. Would consider moving from the area if plans to support lead only were introduced. Would of thought that unauthorised use of the track and the questionable use of the picnic areas by people without dogs was more of a nuisance as weâ€™ve had literally no issues with dogs in 2 years.

I think dogs should be kept on leads in public towns as some residents or members of public may be scared of dogs etc and in cemeteries its a mark of respect.  But I don't think dogs should be kept on a lead on playing fields and park areas (not meaning children's actual park equipment I mean Green areas of parks etc) as they should have the freedom to run around, dog owners should just be careful of any other dogs off the lead and be respectful of people who may not want to be near a dog. We take our dog off on wilsons playing field, but as soon as we see other dogs or people playing football etc she goes back on a lead! As for those who do not pick up their dog poo, they are likely to not pick up dog muck regardless of if their dog is on a lead or not.  

Silly control freaks

Proposals for dogs to be on leads on Wilsonâ€™s are punishing those who do clear up after their dogs. More dog bins may encourage those who donâ€™t pick up to do so and remind them of their obligations. 

There is a triangle square of grass land behind sparth avenue queen street and John street in Clayton le moors. Opinion fence it off as an off lead dog run? Apparently itâ€™s owned by onward homes 

The problem is that not every is comfortable with dogs off the lead. I'm sure lots of people think their dogs are safe and friendly and that might be true, but no all dog owners care, so to have a general rule of freedom off the lead does not work. It seams to me that there are plenty of other areas dogs can be walked off the lead, but the owners want almost exclusive use of, for example, the Rose Garden because it's on their door step. Children cannot freely be left to run around because of the freedom's of dogs. I can best compare it to smoking indoors. Yes, some people were considerate, but many were not. Hence, it had to be banned.

I use Wilsonâ€™s playing fields regularly and think dogs should be on leads if sports events are on, but as they arenâ€™t for the majority of time, dogs should be allowed off leads when theyâ€™re not.

Providing owners are responsible and respectful to others I feel that it would be a great shame, for all owners/dogs to stop/restrict off lead time.

Wilson playing field has long been a dog walking area, I believe this should still be the place where dogs can have a good run off lead on days that the field isn't being used for sporting events 

Dogs need somewhere to be free and run if we are to have dogs on leads at all times the councils need to provide a secure run space for dogs and owners in every borough with a good amount of poo bins.  More poo bins are needed as we are lacking many in claytin le moors especially down the lower Barnes Street area.     Increase the amount of rangers in parks to control nuisance dogs and owners and issue more fines where dogs are being aggressive or uncontrollable.     

I clean up after my small dog and he does no damage to sports pitches when they are not in use. My dog does not use the playing fields when games are on. 

Dogs should be kept on a lead around other members of the public full stop. There should not be any fear or worry for other facility users just because a dog is let loose

As a dog owner with children, in particular we use Wilsonâ€™s Playing Fields in Clayton to allow our dogs to run and play ball, as do many other people and itâ€™s never been a problem, most people are responsible dog ownersâ€¦ please donâ€™t take it away from the majority who just want to enjoy the space responsibly

Responsible owners suffer for the dregs of society doing what they like.

Keeping dogs on leads on sports fields will unfairly punish responsible dog owners and fail to tackle the issue of irresponsible owners not cleaning up after their dogs.     Some dogs are lead reactive and dog aggressive, a blanket restriction on dogs not being allowed off lead in a wide open space such as a sports field will seriously detriment the life of many pets within the local community. 

As a dog owner and local resident of Howarth Park and having helped organise arts events in the past as well as having a current event application to organise an event.   The notion of making the Rose Garden an area where dogs would need to kept on a lead is wrong.   I am in the Rose Garden most days and on 60% of my visits the garden is empty. Of the other 40% I am able to socialise my 7 kg Dachshund with a mixture of dogs from other small dogs through German Shepherd's Huskies and others.   A group of like minded dog owners support each other while also removing dog mess left by more random dog walkers who do not clean up after themselves. Allowing your dog to foul anywhere in the borough is an offence but there are few spaces that lend themselves so well to this sort of recreation.   On a Wedding day the Rose garden is also an excellent backdrop for photos this I have also witnessed on many occasions down the years and would encourage everyone weather it be dog owners or people with small children to respe

The Rose Garden is the only local area that I can safely exercise my dog off the lead and acts as a fantastic social hub for dogs in The area. If we were to lose this, there wouldnâ€™t be a safe place for dogs to burn off their energy and could be a higher risk if allowed off the lead elsewhere. There are dozens and dozens of dog owners who use the Rose garden to train, socialise and exercise their dogs every day - I am there 3 times a day! We have just lost access to king Georgeâ€™s playing fields and it would be greatly disappointing for the dog owning community of Hyndburn to lose another great location.

Not sure whether this would make a difference to the state of our pavements, but we have ample dog bins in the parks; now, how about a few on public roads/streets/avenues. It might discourage dog fouling which appears to be becoming more of a problem. 

All owners think they're dogs are the nicest well behaved dog in the world but they animals and can behave out character at any point. Unfortunately just one incident of a dog running off a lead can have series consequences both to people and nature. We continue to squeeze wildlife into smaller and smaller spaces and then within those spaces, dog owners let their pets run wild.  This can have devastate impacts on nesting birds but also resting birds from migration. They need somewhere safe to land, to rest, to feed, without having to continuously waste their energy flying back up in to the sky to avoid a dog. Dogs need to be on leads unless they are in a completely safe and wildlife free environment. Dogs can go almost anywhere. Wildlife can not

Iâ€™m surprised to see that these orders are already in place. I have seen no evidence of these being enforced. Dog owners seem to do whatever they want. Too many dogs off their leads in public spaces. 

The rules for dogs on leads should be consistent throughout all hyndburn parks (not just churchfield and baxenden rose garden) so dog owners are very clear on the council rules 

Please do something about Coppice Park also

If there is a problem with dog fouling then putting a dog on a lead does not solve this. Do not punish responsible dog owners with well behaved and trained dogs due to a minority not acting responsibly. Those that let their dogs foul are already subject to existing protection orders whether on or off lead.     Put your trust in residents to do the right things instead of rule after rule  

The rose garden is the best way to train dogs knowing they are safe

The rose garden is a lovely place for friendly trained dogs to have safe off lead time. I think people that use this facility are sensible enough to keep dogs on a lead and out of the way of the rose garden when there are events like weddings taking place perhaps it could just be closed off when there is an event taking place. The people that use the rose gardens are good dog owners and clean too the people I knit including myself really love and respect this space. Please keep it open for dogs off lead 

Any responsible dog owner controls and cleans up after their dog - try controlling the unruly people leaving litter & rubbish on the car park 

As a nation of animal lovers, we need more dog friendly areas especially in public areas which are all to enjoy 

Such a shame some dog owners donâ€™t care if their dogs fowl public places and let them roam free without watching them.

With the amount of dog attacks on other dogs/ people. I strongly think that all dogs should be on a lead in any public place, with no exception's. Also the amount of Dog Muck around is rediculas, more needs to be done in fineing people who don't pick up their Dogs Poo ðŸ’©

It would be nice to see someone actually inspecting areas, lots of dog mess around never seen or hear anyone being fined 

Horses should be kept off sports fields/footpaths which cause huge divots in soft ground. Motorcycle(including electric) use on footpaths and public areas/sports fields stopped.   Condition of cyclists on greenways/footpaths to use audible warnings when approaching walkers from behind. Many cyclists are often travelling at excessive speeds and recklessly riding especially on Woodnook railway paths

Horses should not be allowed on the walking paths around Woodnock Nature area. Numerous times I, and my dog, have been almost trampled by horse running down the path. Then dealing with the deep holes they leave in the boggy grass areas. After you have leased King Georgeâ€™s to Accrington Stanley, and they are putting up a 15 foot fence, we have very limited access to dog walking areas. So as the horses tear up the ground, we are forced to walk over it.

It is so frustrating that you could even suggest keeping dogs on a lead in the rose gardens.  This is used by hundreds of dog walkers who are respectful and not only pick up their own dogs fouling but fouling from other dogs inconsiderate owners have left.  You have already stolen king Georgeâ€™s field from public use so how you can even think about is beyond disgusting and cruel. This is the only safe space you in the area that is secure and safe for dogs to exercise off the lead.  Stop being greedy.  It is clear it is about money and revenue and nothing more.  Hyndburn council you are shocking!!!!!!

Fines for dog fouling. Thereâ€™s no excuse not to pick it up. Some people are just lazy.   Aggressive dogs should also be kept on leads. There have been a few incidents reported of dog on dog attacks which the police wonâ€™t deal with, but they are traumatic for the dogs and owners. 

The people who do not pick up poo from there dogs must be fined  we need more cameras up with large signs around the Stanhill area please  all dogs should be on leads at all times to me  they may just need walking further 

Owners should always have control of their dogs in open public places. 

Not anti-dog as I am a dog owner, just think all the dog mess around is disgusting and all dogs should be under owners control

We are dog owners (responsible dog owners) and I do think more effort could be put in to catch owners who donâ€™t deserve dogs and donâ€™t clear up after the 

You can't just blame dog owners a lot of open spaces don't get looked after these days

I am a dog owner but respect the fact that not everyone likes them and that some people are actually afraid of them.  My dog is always on a lead unless I am on private property 

I am afraid irresponsible dog owners do get  a bad name for responsible owners.Whilst on.lock down my wife & I have been out walking on a daily basis & we have been disgusted at the uncollected faeces & in our own local park I regularly see owners gathrred in groups chatting or oyhers gazing at their mobiles all unaware of what their dogs are doing.Generally they are charging around Memorial Park through flower beds & running up & frightening young children.I have been a dog owner myself so feel I am allowed to express my view.I recommend we continue as agreed in the past vote.  

A lot of people enjoy having dogs and exercising their animal is essential part of being a responsible pet owner. Dogs need regular exercise and not allowing dogs off leads in open areas is not only detrimental to the animals but also to their owner. For many people owning an exercising a dog as a form of exercise for themselves and vital for maintaining their own mental health wellbeing. 

i am a dog owner and support responsible dog ownership.

Dogs on leads in all areas of public spaces and streets 

These orders need to be managed properly because currently they are not. I am a dog professional who is extremely careful and courteous towards other dog owners but sadly this is not the case with everyone. The survey is pointless if you don't act on the outcome.

Owners should take full responsibility for their dogs and should be fined for not cleaning up after them, the same goes for littering in our borough people should be prosecuted! 

Deal with the owners, not the dogs

I am a dog owner and appreciate how disgusting dog fouling can be and always clean up.  However we seem to have more of an issue with the amount of litter around the borough so hopefully you will look into this!

The rose garden is an important space for dog owners.  It provides responsible owners a place to allow their pets safe off-lead time.  It is a place recognised by owners as a safe place to bring pups and young dogs to socialise them with other dogs, with the obvious benefits in a dogs behaviour.  It is also a well established place for owners to meet and this is a positive for our mental health and well being.  Making it a requirement for a dog to be on a lead will not stop irresponsible owners being irresponsible, but it will have a negative impact on the responsible majority, especially having just lost access to king George's playing field, which was another safe area and only a hundred yards away from the rose garden

There's absolutely no point in having a PSPO unless you have the staff to support enforcing them. You need plans in place to do this effectively, otherwise its pointless. People know not to let their dogs off the lead or let their dogs foul but they still do it, because enforcement is limited to the point of ineffective.

Dogs need to be able to have a run

Higher

It will be difficult re the sports pitches particularly at wilsons to enforce it as it is all open 

As a dog owner, I like to be able to let them off their leads so they can run free, I'm also a responsible dog owner I will always clean up after my dog, I do agree some dogs must stay on leads depending on what breed it is.my own dog is a Yorkshire terror, a small breed of dog.

No

More poo bins are needed. In particular along the canal from Ossy to Rishton. And from Redcap to West End

Why concentrate on dog fouling, the green outside my property is full of cat fouling even though the owners watch them fouling and don't pick it up

As a dog owner I see no reason to have the dog off the lead when other dogs, children or adults are present. How many times do we hear theyâ€™ve never done it before after an incident has occurred? Also why would you leave your dogâ€™s mess where anyone can walk in it, children need to be safe to play. It just needs a little responsibility! 

I think dogs should be kept on a lead at all times my dog is not always friendly with other dogs so is always kept on a lead however numerous times dogs have run up to us off lead and have me and my dog in a compromising position I just think it common sense not everyone's dog is good with others 

Need tougher fines for dog owners who don't pick up dog poo.  All dogs should be on leads in ALL public places. Need CCTV in parks to record evidence.

What I DO NOT SUPPORT is the reckless way King Georges Playing Field has been robbed from OUR COMMUNITY for the sole by Accrington Stanley.  HBC Planning Officer  - SHAME ON YOU.  This was a CHANGE OF USE and should have gone to Planning Committee.  It is a disgrace on you, then allowing the hideous offensive fencing is beyond OUR COMMUNITIES belief.

Sadly I do not witness enough enforcement of these around the hyndburn areas in particular Great Harwood. Living across from Churchfield house and a young child who is scared of dogs having them jump up at him off leads and also stepping in dog mess left behind is a continuous problem. We take him there for his safety with it being a dog lead zone but we still however can not relax and play with him when people continue to do these things. More enforcement and accountability needs to happening.

As a dog owner myself, I completely agree with the feeling regarding irresponsible owners who do not clean up after there dogs or those who pick it up in bags and then leaving them in bushes etc.          However I do not feel banning dogs in large sports fields will solve that problem and there are many dogs that need time off leash so that they can release that built up energy in a safe enough place.          I have been going to the Memorial park in Great Harwood most my life and it it invaluable to many dog owners.    Thank you

Great Harwood War Memorial Park is frequented almost exclusively with dog owners.  The vast majority are responsible, control their dogs and pick up after them.  I strongly object to the majority being penalised for a few irresponsible people  Some dogs need lots of expertise and need to be off the lead to achieve this.   We canâ€™t use playing fields, country side ( due to animals) and many do not have transport, so please do NOT ban dogs off lead from this park.   

Dogs should be kept on leads in public open spaces. I am a dog lover and own dogs. I take my dogs to a secure dog field two or three times a week in order for them to exercise freely at a cost Â£8 for 45 mins each session easy to book on internet. In law The Dangerous dog act says dogs should be kept under control at all times something which is unique to each dog and on many occasions not adhered to thank you

Dogs on leads in all parks

Foxhill Bank Local Nature Reserve is not included as an open space subject to PSPO where dog owners are required to keep their dogs on leads. Foxhill Bank is open to public access and there have been problems with dogs off leads attacking other dogs. I notice that Foxhill and Whiteash playing fields are included in the PSPO but not the nature resrve. This means there will be added pressure on Foxhill Bank Nature Reserve from dogwalkers not putting their dogs on leads.


